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Using questionnaires in qualitative human geography 
Abstract 
This chapter deals with questionnaires, an inlormation-gathering technique used frequently in mixed 
method research that draws on quantitative and qualitative data sources and analysis. We begin with a 
discussion of key issues in the design and conduct of questionnaires. We then explore the strengths and 
weaknesses for qualitative research of various question formats and questionnaire distribution and 
collection techniques. Finally, we consider some of the challenges of analysing qualitative responses in 
questionnaires and we close with a discussion of the limitations of using questionnaires in qualitative 
research. 
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For the purposes of d】15discussion r will旬開 toO間以dεthewholεquesdon of archival material cre 
ared in elecrwl】icform 
Indeed you may be dcalinE WIth IECOI4s illanother lanEuaEC For msunce there is gocddeal ofcor-
respondence in Maori in Archives New Z四 land:much， but not a1， 01' whichお在日 ompan児dby an 
English version prepared by oficial translators 
T刊hよ1KC出s民εa印中叩ω【ded叩旧 dleAm叩 < c 叫f叩 ω A加s必剖叫ωs却SOCJ山加臼2叩aιE
Cond出uc口E 
Given that this町 lum巴 focuseson quali.阻ti.vemethods 1 have omitted disclsion of how a researcber 
might extract and presem in tabulated form quanti目tiveinformariQn derived ti'om archival sources 
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Using Questionnaires 
in Qualitative 
Human Geography 
PalJline M. M'G/1irk and Phillip O'Neill 
CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
This chapter deals with questionnaires， an inlormation-gathering technique used Irequently 
川 mixedmethod research that draws on quantitative and qualitative data sources and analy-
sis. We begin with a discussion 01 key issues in the design and conduct 01 questionnaires. We 
then explore the strengths and weaknesses lor qualitative research 01 various question lor-
mats and questionnaire distribution and colection techniques. Finaly， we consider some 01 
the challenges 01 analysing qualitative陀sponsesin questionnai陀sand we close with a dis-
cussion 01 the limitations 01 using questiannaires in qualitative research 
INTRODUCTlON 
Qualitative research seeks to unde日 tandthe ways people experience the same events， places， 
and proce臼eSdi町erentlyas part of a f1uid reali守;a reality constructed through multiple 
interpretations and日lteredthrough multiple frames of reference and systems of meaning~ 
rnaking. Ra【herthan trying to measure and quantif)r aspects of a singular social reality， qual-
itative research draws on methods that reveal and interpret the complexities， context and 
significance of people's understanding of their lives (Eyles and Smith 1988). Within this 
epistemological framework， how can questionnaires contribute to the methodological reper 
toire of qualitative human geography? This chapter explores the possibilities 
Commonly in human geography， qu白 Uonnalt白 poses回ndardised，五ormallystructured 
questions to a group of individuaIs， often presumed to be a sample of a broader population 
(see chapterラ).Qu目t10nnaa田 areuseful白rgathering original data about people， their 
behaviour and social inreractions， attitudes， al1d opinions， and awareness of events 
(McLa佐r守 2003;Parfitt 1997). They usually involve the collectIon of quanti日nve訓 d
quali臼tIveda阻 Sincesuch ruixed-ruethod quesrionnaires五日t"PP白 redwith the explosion 
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